#MATHSMONTH HEIGHT CHART

**INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Cut out each CBeebies character.
2. Measure the height of each character and stick to a door frame or wall with something sticky—make sure to do this in a place at home where you are happy for a few marks to go on the wall!
3. Measure the height of your little one and stick a picture of them alongside the CBeebies characters.
4. Have a chat about who is bigger, or who is smaller, who is the tallest, who is the shortest—it’s a great way to start using mathematical language.

---

- **Grandpa**: 12 cm
- **Miss Mouse**: 23 cm
- **Peter Rabbit**: 33 cm
- **Super Numtum**: 30 cm
- **Baby Jake**: 70 cm
- **Duck**: 85 cm
- **Sarah**: 103 cm
- **Tig**: 112 cm
- **Kwazii**: 114 cm